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Communication is process of sharing, exchanging information between two or more than 
two individuals. Language is a means of communication. Speaking and writing are the 
two modes of communication. Language skills facilitates an individual to acquire and 
develop communicative competence. 
 
My paper focuses on the place and importance of language skills – Listening, Speaking, 
Reading and Writing. A language is a subject which can’t be taught; It is a subject which 
must be learnt. Thompson and Wyatt “It is necessary that the Indian pupil should not only 
understand when spoke or written, but also that he should himself be able to speak it and 
write it. 
 
The power of expression of a language is a matter of skill rather than of merely meanings 
or rules. The paper focuses on the meaning, importance and components of each skill and 
explores all possible ways and means of correlating between language skills and 
communication. The major difficulties is acquiring a second language is not with 
vocabulary, structures or grammar but with language skills. While teaching/learning 
language skills, the learner also acquires knowledge of vocabulary, grammar and 
structure.  
 
KEYWORDS: Learning, Speaking, Reading, Writing, Language, Vocabulary, 
Competence, Grammar, Facilitating. 
 
The basic objective of Teaching English is to help students to develop the skills of 
listening, speaking, reading and writing. They go a long way in facilitating the students to 
acquire reasonable competence in English and develop communication skills.  
 
Listening is the foundation of all language learning. A good listener is always a good 
speaker. Listening and speaking are primary skills and reading and writing are secondary 
skills. Reading and writing are introduced only when students acquire reasonable, 
competence in listening and speaking. It is very clear that speech is the language and 
writing is only a secondary representation of a language. My paper clearly justifies the 
point that no language is difficult and unlearnable. It is necessary to read and write a 
language or that mastering is orally (Learning and Speaking). My paper shows how all 
the four language skills are interested and intertwined.  
 
Reading is of great importance for non-native speaker. Kothari calls it ‘library language’. 
It is said, “if you can read English, you can keep touch with the world without leaving 
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your home”. Writing is the only skill being tested in our examination and obviously any 
language. Learning remains incomplete without the ability to write well. 
 
This paper focuses on two important dimensions – Language skills and Communication. 
 
Communication is a process of sharing, exchanging, transmitting information, ideas or 
thoughts between the two individuals. As a result of communication, the listener or 
speaker understands the message on communicated, why do we communicate? We 
communicate because we have some message or information to be communicated to the 
listener/receiver. How do we communicate? There are two modes of communication – 
oral communication and written communication. Oral communication involves listening 
and speaking. Written communication involves reading and writing. It is very clear that 
Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing are called language skills. We communicate 
through speaking and writing. 

a) Listening 
b) Speaking 
c) Reading and  
d) Writing 

 
Listening and speaking are called primary skills. Reading and writing are called 
secondary skills. Speaking and writing are called productive skills and listening and 
reading are called Receptive skills. 
 
A language is not a subject which can be taught; It is a subject which must be learnt.  
The basic objective of learning English is to communicate: To be able to speak a few 
sentence, to be able to understand when spoken, to be able to understand when read and 
be able to generate infinite number of correct sentence. These objectives can be clearly 
stated ass LSRW – Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing. It is said, “It is necessary 
that the Indian pupil should not only understand where spoken or read; he should himself 
be able to speak it and write it. 
 
The major difficulty lies in learning a second language is not with Grammar, Vocabulary, 
Structures, Pronunciation but with language skills. A language is a skill subject and not a 
content subject like chemistry, physics or history.  
 
Language learning is like learning swimming or music. We need to practice it to learn 
music or swimming. The students should practice it (language) in order to learn acquire 
reasonable proficiency in English. 
 
Communication rules the world, what are communicates doesn’t matter what really 
matters is how well and how effectively one communicates. Communication is a complex 
process. It involves too many things – verbal and non-verbal, body language, voice 
modulation, facial expression. Pronunciation, vocabulary, structure, stress, intonation, 
Grammar and all the components constitute communication.  
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All these skills certainly go a long way in facilitating the students to acquire effective 
communication skills. An impressive speaker or communicator leaves a lasting, 
permanent indelible impression as the listener/receiver audience. We take up each skill 
separately discuss how it contributes significantly to develop effective communication 
skills.  
 
Listening: 
Listening is the basis or foundation of all language learning. A good listener is always a 
good speaker. One can never be a good speaker without being a good listener. Listening 
is a psychophysical process is which the human brain receives messages through which 
the process of communication of the learner takes place. Mastery of communication in 
English depends on acquisition of listening comprehension. The young learners must be 
taught the art of listening in English. Listening involves pronunciation, vocabulary, 
structures and Grammar. Hence, the young learners must be taught art of listening in 
English. One can’t communicate unless he/she uses English with reasonable speed and 
fluency. Teacher should speak more of English and less of mother tongue in English 
classes. Listening always implies comprehension. There can’t be listening without 
comprehension. We listen because we want to comprehend the text content of whatever 
spoken by the speaker. 
 
The objectives of Listening 

1. Listening and speaking are the two primary skills. They are interrelated and 
interdependent.  

2. Good listening skills lay the foundation for acquisition of communication skills. 
3. It helps the listeners to comprehend given messages systematically.  
4. It helps the listener to strengthen his/her vocabulary, power, pronunciation, 

structure (arrangement of words) and Grammar. 
5. The listener derives both delight and wisdom (knowledge). 
6. Good listening habits enable the learners to improve pronunciation and to learn 

correct stress and intonation. 
7. Good speaking more or less depends upon good listening. Whatever he listens, he 

responds positively/negatively depends upon the context. 
8. It provides conducive language learning atmosphere. 
9. Good listening ability pores the way for creative thinking and generates new 

ideas. 
10. It expresses the child to language learning environment and enables the learners to 

acquire effective communication skills. 
 
Speaking 
Speech is the language and writing is only a secondary representation of a language. 
Language is a means of communication. Speaking is the process of articulating our ideas, 
thoughts, feelings and experiences. It is a way of reaching others with facts, figures, 
information. Speaking is a complex process. It involves vocabulary, Grammar, structures, 
pronunciation, body language and voice modulations.  
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The practice in listening must precede practice in speaking. The students of primary level 
have already got exposure to speaking skills in their mother tongue. The students have 
the ability to internotive rules and grammar of their mother tongue. Learning a second 
language is a deliberate, conscious and sustained efforts on the part of a second language 
learner. 
 
Speaking implies the following components. 

1. Speaking in English is the reasonable fluency and competence. 
2. Uses appropriate words, Grammar, structures,  
3. Articulates with proper voice modulation, gestures, body language, eye contact, 

facial expressions and movements. 
4. Expresses ideas with reasonable speed and fluency. 
5. Organizes thoughts and ideas in a logical and sequential order.  
6. Speaking English with proper pronunciation, stress, intonations. 
7. Understands the listener/listeners their age, attitude, aptitude, level, needs 

background and knowledge while planning and presenting things. Teachers 
should explore all possible ways and means to develop the skills of speaking. 

 
Reading 
Of all the four skills of language learning, Reading is of great importance. Kothari said, 
“English is a library language’. It should be used in libraries to gather the information, 
knowledge available in different books. Radhakrishnan said, “English is a storehouse of 
knowledge not yet available in any Indian languages. It is the key to open the store house 
of knowledge”. English is a language which is rich in scientific, technical, literary and 
humanistic. It is a major window on the world and reading, thus facilitates a person to 
update less knowledge and understanding.  
          Symbol 
 
 
 
    Sound         Sense 
 
Reading is the ability to read and understand the material/manuscript read, the very 
objective of reading is comprehension. If the reader doesn’t or can’t understand the 
material read it implies that no reading has taken place. 
 
The reader looks at the symbol, translates the same into appropriate sound and further 
associates the same with its corresponding sense. Reading and writing are secondary 
skills and writing should be preceded by reading.  Reading is a very complex process 
because it involves too many things: vocabulary, speaking, structures, grammar and 
punctuation marks. 
 
Reading is a psychological activity and a process in which a reader codes and decodes 
information through his/her eyes. The reader looks at the symbol and pronounces it and 
further associates with sense/meaning. A good reading habit proves the way for better 
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language development among the learners. Every effort should be made by teachers to 
develop the skills of reading.  
 
The reader can derive both delight and knowledge by reading different books.  
 
Writing 
Writing is one of the important skills. Any language learning remains incomplete without 
the ability to write clearly and precisely. Writing is the only skill being tested in the 
examination. Writing is a psychophysical skill and it is a very complex process because it 
involves vocabulary, structures, spelling, punctuation, spelling and logical and segmental 
arrangement of ideas. The second language learner should be able to produce 
grammatically acceptable sentences. According brevity and clarity are the three essentials 
of writing. Spelling is one of the important components of writing. English is a non-
phonetic language which means, there is no one to one correspondence between the 
written word Spelling and its pronunciation. “English  spellings are national misfortune 
to the rest of the world”. Spellings are illogical and irrational. Every effort should be 
made by teachers to develop the skill of writing.  
Handwriting is also one of the important components of writing .good handwriting is the 
hallmark of an educated man. 
Conclusion 
All the four skills of language learning – listening, speaking, reading and writing are 
interrelated. These skills contribute significantly to enhance communicative competence. 
We speak and write only to communicate and articulate our ideas, feelings, emotions and 
experiences. 
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